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Existing Suggestions for Passmore
Item 1
Bushes at side of house 88 when not cut back cover Central Heating
Vent/ outlet: remove and replace with grass. Current council maintenance
of hedge is keeping it low with a gap between house wall and hedge.
Residents would be happy if it were maintained like this. Also, happy if
hedge were removed and area grassed. This would reduce council
maintenance costs to grass cutting instead of hedge cutting.
Item 1
Item 2

Cherry Tree (alongside house 11 ) roots breaking drain:
remove to save maintenance costs and limit further
damage to drain: cut down

Item 3
Side of House 11
laurel hedge next to wall (at side house 11) cut back to single layer
for security and replace with grass. Current council maintenance of
hedge is periodic cut hard back, only when height is very high.
Council maintenance reduced to cut grass rather than very large hedge.

Item 2

Item 3
Item 4
Side of House number 60
Bushes at side of bungalow No 60 these grow
across window: remove and replace with grass.
If hedge were removed and area grassed. This
would reduce council maintenance costs to
grass cutting instead of hedge cutting.
Cut back trees overhanging driveway no 60 .
Safety of disabled resident, tree branches break
and fall off in the wind.

Item 4

Item 5 Ma
Area of grass, rose bed etc make more attractive
Cut back width of overgrown hedges at sides ,
remove self set saplings.
Item 5
Item 6
Laurel Circle: remove canal side semi-circle, replace with grass.
Reduces council maintenance and better safety for people
walking between cul-de-sac at night.
Item 6
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Item 7
Remove weeping willow behind 40 and 42. These have not
been maintained by council and over grow house gardens
reducing light levels and possible effect on foundations.

Item 8 REMOVED
Item 7
Item 9
Overgrown shrubbery alongside house 34. Remove and
replace with grass
Residents happy to have untidy hedge removed and replaced
with grass. This will reduce maintenance cost for council.
Item 9
Item 10
Hedge alongside house no 12 grows over house window.
Remove and replace with grass. Residents happy to have untidy
hedge removed and replaced with grass. This will reduce
maintenance cost for council.
Item 10
item 11
Add sign to signal to houses 2 to 10. On the corner by House 10
Residents advise delivery drivers cannot find these houses as
not indicated on existing signs.
Item 12
Tree / Coppice behind houses 12,14 &16 on the Village green are
reducing light levels in these houses, Thin out branches at top of
trees to allow light through. Also take out self-seeded sycamore saplings. Item 12
Remove Elm trees ( suspect Dutch Elm disease?)
Item 13
Trees and saplings alongside House 2. Trees are overgrown and
roots are interfering with drainage pipes. Also overhanging property
boundary reducing light levels in house. Plus self-seeded sycamore
saplings to be removed. Cut back and thin out tree branches.
Item 13
Item 14 plus
Walnut Tree behind house 28 , cut back
branches overhanging the property

Item 14
Item 15
Canal path , non towpath, tidy up , remove self set saplings
and overhanging branches.
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Item 15

